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Obtain and load all usage data
Usage reports that are COUNTER-compliant or can be 
manipulated easily into COUNTER compliance (JR1, DB1, etc.) 
are loaded into your Usage Consolidation account; SUSHI 
harvesting also is configured to allow for timely reporting. 

Resolve platform errors and exceptions 
Errors and exceptions are researched thoroughly so we can 
determine the cause of the problem and make the necessary 
manipulations and improvements to have each usage report 
successfully uploaded into your account. 

Deal directly with content providers 
We maintain a direct line of communication with content 
providers, ensuring that you have the most up-to-date and 
accurate details about your usage.

Match titles and databases for uploaded usage 
Our team matches exceptions for your subscribed platforms; 
plus, we work closely with EBSCO’s Title Information 
Department to have unmatched titles added or linked to  
your platform as appropriate.

Subscription & E-Resource Management

Team up with the EBSCO Usage Loading Service 
Spend less time loading usage data and more time creating the best collection for your users

Depend on our highly skilled team  
for all of your usage-related tasks!

Too busy to gather usage data? The EBSCO Usage Loading Service can help. When you team up with us, a 
designated representative will load usage into your institution’s EBSCONET® Usage Consolidation account and can 
handle a wide range of usage-related tasks on your behalf — so you can spend more time developing a collection  
that will help your users achieve their research objectives. 

The EBSCO Usage Loading Service can …



To find out how the EBSCO Usage Loading Service can make your job  
easier, visit www.ebsco.com or contact your EBSCO representative.

EBSCONET® Usage Consolidation makes cost-per-use analysis available within your subscription and package  
workflow — and you can choose how to have your usage data loaded. When you subscribe to Usage Consolidation 
your titles are automatically matched ... but you still have to do the setup, load your platforms, obtain COUNTER re-
ports, etc. If you turn those tasks over to the EBSCO Usage Loading Service, our team will retrieve COUNTER reports 
from content providers, clean up those reports (COUNTER and non-COUNTER) to ensure that they load correctly, and 
load usage reports into your Usage Consolidation account.

When you Choose EBSCO’s 
Usage Loading Service, EBSCO will:

Usage Loaded Your Way!

Have your titles matched automatically  (within EBSCO’s integrated knowledge base) 

Retrieve COUNTER reports from content providers 

Manipulate reports  (clean up COUNTER reports and non-COUNTER reports to 
ensure that they load) 

Load usage reports into your account 

Set up platform details within your account (including setting up SUSHI, where applicable) 

Load historical usage data  (up to two years, where available) 

Manually match titles  (those that were unmatched via EBSCO’s automated processes) 

Coordinate to ensure that missing titles are researched and added to EBSCO’s 
integrated knowledge base as appropriate 

Communicate with content providers about usage-related issues 

Additionally, our team will set up platform details within your account, load historical usage data, and make sure missing 
titles are added to EBSCO’s industry-leading integrated knowledge base — plus, we will serve as your advocate, han-
dling all communication with content providers on your behalf.
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